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Abstract

The goal of this research was to create a wearable tactile array that is capable of exploiting the

funneling illusion in two dimensions. The design process is explored in detail, including the

formulation of the design requirements, the materials that were trialed, the electronics design

iterations, and the development of a software development kit (SDK) which includes a novel

algorithm for rendering both the static funneling illusion and dynamic funneling illusion. The

ability of the algorithm to render overlapping circle and square stimuli at discriminable levels is

experimentally tested demonstrating its efficacy in this task.

Keywords

Design, Wearables, Tactile Array, Wearable Tactile Array, Funneling Illusion, Two Dimensional

Funneling Illusion Algorithm, Software Design.
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1.0  Introduction

People’s lives have been enhanced by technology that allows information to be displayed to

them; we have speakers which confer audible information and televisions which confer visual

information. Skin has been suggested as a modality for communicating information for over 50

years (Geldard, 1957). The springboard for research into this area was the Symposium on

Cutaneous Sensitivity in 1960 which brought together the top researchers in this area including

Frank Geldard and Georg von Békésy (Hawkes, 1960; Gallace, et. al, 2007). Since that time,

technology has improved to the point that conferring information through the tactile modality is

feasible with off the shelf parts.

One of the best designs for conferring tactile information is the tactile array, a grid of tactors

which can be activated in defined patterns that presents some information to the user. The

funneling illusion is a tactile illusion in which a user can be made to feel a point of stimulus in

between tactors which allows a sparse grid of tactors to act as a much denser grid. Utilizing this

illusion, the perceived point of stimulus can also be moved over the surface of the user's skin

within the tactile array allowing for even greater variety of information to be conferred to the

user.

The objective of this thesis is therefore to create a wearable tactile array, that is one that a user

can comfortably wear, that is capable of exploiting the funneling illusion in two dimensions. To

best achieve our objective we will take a look at the literature to help determine the design
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requirements for the wearable tactile array as well as give context to the work on a novel two

dimensional funneling illusion rendering algorithm, this will be section 2. In section 3, we will

dive into the design of the soft goods, electronics, software, and two dimensional funneling

illusion rendering algorithm that goes into making the wearable tactile array. Section 4 will cover

the experiment methodology used in an experiment which demonstrates the effectiveness of the

two dimensional funneling illusion rendering algorithm. In section 5, the results of the

experiment will be presented and discussed. And finally, section 6 will conclude this thesis and

discuss further work that can be done.

2.0 Literature Review

In this section we will give a brief overview of human cutaneous receptors (section 2.1),

receptive fields (section 2.2), and the funneling illusion (section 2.3). We will then take a deeper

dive into haptics with a focus on how previous work has helped shape the design requirements

for the wearable tactile array. We will look at previous work on haptic devices (section 2.4),, and

haptics exploiting the funneling illusion (section 2.5). We will conclude this section with a

review of previous work on building design guidelines for wearables and tactile arrays (section

2.6).

2.1 Cutaneous Receptors

In order to best design a wearable tactile display, it is important to have an understanding on how

the user perceives tactile stimuli.
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Humans have four main receptor groups; the cutaneous and subcutaneous mechanoreceptors for

touch perception (Johnson, 2001), the thermal receptors for temperature perception (Schepers &

Ringkamp, 2010), the nociceptors for pain perception (Munger & Ide, 1988), and the muscle and

skeletal mechanoreceptors for limb proprioception (Michelson & Hutchins, 1995). Even though

there are multiple ways to induce stimulation of thermoreceptors; these include contact heat,

indirect thermal heat by focused light bulb, and a variety of lasers (argon, copper vapour,

semiconductor, neodymium-YAG, thulium-YAG, and CO2) (Arendt-Nielsen & Chen, 2003), the

focus of this thesis will be on stimulating mechanoreceptors.

There are four main mechanoreceptors; the Meissner corpuscle for stroking and flutter

perception, the Merkel disk receptor for pressure and texture perception, the Ruffini ending for

skin stretch perception, and the Pacinian corpuscle for vibration perception (Johnson, 2001).

2.2 Receptive Fields

A receptive field in its simplest form is an area of stimulus space over which changes in the

stimulus cause corresponding increases or decreases in the firing rate of the neuron. This

definition works well for the cutaneous mechanoreceptors but receptive fields get substantially

more complex as you move up the processing layers.

The layers of the tactile perception pathway look like this (Hsiao et al, 2009):

1. The four afferents originating from the cutaneous receptors; slowly adapting type 1

(SA1), slowly adapting type 2 (SA2), rapidly adapting (RA), and Pacinian (PC).
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2. The dorsal column-medial lemniscus (DCML) pathway which is composed of three

groupings of neurons.

a. First-order neurons which are sensory neurons located in the dorsal root ganglia

that send their afferent fibers through the two dorsal columns (the gracile

fasciculus and the cuneate fasciculus).

b. The first-order axons make contact with the second-order neurons at the gracile

nucleus and the cuneate nucleus in the lower medulla.

c. These neurons send their axons to the third-order neurons in the ventral nuclear

group of the thalamus.

3. The next stop from there is the primary somatosensory cortex.

4. Then continuing on to the secondary somatosensory cortex.

5. The pathway beyond the secondary somatosensory cortex is not well defined.

Each layer has their own receptive field shapes with cutaneous afferents having simple central

surround structures (i.e. a central region of excitation with surround suppression) while cortical

receptive fields are more complex with spatiotemporal traits with a central excitatory region

surrounded by one or more regions of inhibition (Hsiao et al, 2009).
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2.3 Funneling Illusion

In order to get better performance from the wearable tactile array, we can exploit a tactile

illusion. The funneling illusion, first described by Békésy in 1958 is a phenomenon that is

produced when two vibrational actuators are activated on the surface of the skin in which the

subject will perceive a single point stimulus in the space between the actuators. The location of

the perceived stimulus is dependent upon the difference in intensities of the two actuators. If the

actuators are of equal magnitude then the stimulus is perceived as being in the middle of the two

actuators. If the intensity of one of the actuators is higher than the other, the stimulus is perceived

as being closer to the actuator with the more intense activation. By exploiting this characteristic,

the perceived stimulus can be moved along the axis in between two actuators by varying the

intensities of the actuators over time.

By exploiting the funneling illusion we can use a sparser array and achieve similar results to a

denser array with the added bonus of being able to render dynamic tactile stimuli. The funneling

illusion can be invoked in thermoreceptors as well, which was demonstrated using peltier

elements (contact heat) on the forearm of subjects (Oohara et al., 2010). The receptive fields of

the first order neurons encode stimulus accurately to the position of the mechanical stimulators

(Gardener & Spencer, 1972) demonstrating that the funneling illusion must be caused by sensory

integration further in the pathway. This was also demonstrated by Kuroki et al (2007) who

created an electromechanical stimulator which was composed of a 3 x 5 grid of 1.25mm diameter

electrodes with a  2.5mm spacing driven by a linear actuator. This device was attached to the
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users finger. The goal of the researchers was to look at the effects of the interaction between the

electrical and mechanical stimuli on perception of the resulting stimuli. Since electrical

stimulation with the electrode is unable to stimulate the deeper Pacinian Corpuscles, the

researchers hypothesized that the interaction would be different if the stimulator was driven at

40Hz, targeting Meissner Corpuscles or at 240Hz, targeting the Pacinian Corpuscles. The

addition of the mechanical stimulation reduced the perceptual “electric feeling” of the

electrocutaneous stimulation. Their results demonstrated that the interaction effect remained the

same, indicating that the perceptual quality of the stimulus is integrated in the central nervous

system. This is further demonstrated by Chen et al. (2003) who were able to demonstrate using

intrinsic-signal optical imaging that the funneling illusion produces discrete, focal activations in

area 3b of the somatosensory cortex that are located between the two single digit activations in

anesthetized squirrel monkeys. Blankenburg et al. (2006) were able to demonstrate utilizing

fMRI with human participants that tactile perceptual illusions generate the same somatosensory

activation as actual tactile stimuli (i.e. if the same area of the forearm is stimulated by an actual

motor or by a tactile illusion utilizing motors on each side of the area, the resulting

somatosensory activation is the same). Therefore, we should be able to utilize any of the

mechanoreceptors to exploit this illusion.

Pacinian corpuscles have large, non defined receptive fields with a single zone of maximal

sensitivity with a continuous decrease in sensitivity as you move outward from this zone

(Johansson, 1978) and Sherrick et al (1990) demonstrated that a 250Hz stimuli is capable of

stimulating the Pacinian receptors without stimulating the non-Pacinian receptors. These
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properties of the Pacinian corpuscle make it the ideal candidate for the target of our wearable

tactile array.

2.4 Haptics

The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines haptic as “relating to or based on the sense of touch.”

What this means when it comes to technology development is that haptics should further the user

experience through the exploitation of their tactile modality. This can be done in many ways.

This section will explore the previous work in building haptic devices (section 2.4.1) and tactile

array (section 2.4.2)  to help inform our design requirements in the wearable tactile array design

section of this thesis. Previous work will help in the decision for which tactors to use for the

wearable tactile array as well as influence our design choices in order to enable flexible tactile

information design. The studies described in this section will be tagged with the design

requirement they helped inform.

A detailed overview of how the design requirements were chosen is covered in section 3.1. The

twenty requirements that were chosen are as follows:

1. The placement of the wearable tactile array should be on a large surface area with limited

movement and flexibility.

2. The wearable tactile array should feel safe and comfortable on the user.

3. The wearable tactile array should not protrude away from the users body such that it

interferes with their natural movements and ability to move through the environment.
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4. The wearable tactile array should fit various body sizes.

5. The wearable tactile array should be light enough that it does not encumber the user.

6. The tactile signals should be of sufficient magnitude that they are attended but not

aversive.

7. The wearable tactile array should be aesthetically pleasing.

8. The wearable tactile array should be relatively silent.

9. The wearable tactile array should have low power consumption so it can be untethered if

necessary.

10. The wearable tactile array should be easy to put on and take off.

11. The components of the wearable tactile array should be cost effective.

12. The tactors should be small.

13. The intertactor spacing should stay consistent even when the user moves.

14. The tactors should be held tight to the body.

15. The tactors should maintain contact with the user when the user moves.

16. The vibration from each tactor should be isolated to that tactor.

17. The system should be integratable into existing systems.
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18. The system should be easily configurable.

19. The system should be expandable.

20. The delay in the system should be less than 25 ms.

2.4.1 General Haptics

It has been demonstrated that spatially-predictive vibrotactile cues can rapidly shift visual

attention. Ho et al (2005) used two vibrotactile actuators, one positioned in the middle of the

participants stomach and the other in the middle of the participants back, held onto the

participant with a velcro belt overtop their clothing to spatially cue the participant to imminent

collision during a driving task. Participants had faster reaction times when validly spatially-cued

demonstrating that a directional tactile cue can shift visual attention to the front or back. Kennett

et al (2002) demonstrated that a directional tactile cue can also shift visual attention to the left or

right. Design requirements 16 & 18.

Dinh et al (1999) created an experiment in which two specific tactile cues were provided; as the

user passed in front of the virtual fan, a real fan was turned on to blow on the user, and when the

user steps onto the balcony a heat lamp is activated. They demonstrated that the addition of

tactile cues to a virtual environment increased the users sense of presence as well as their ability

to remember object locations in the environment. Design requirements 5, 9 & 18.

Many haptic devices have been created for a variety of research purposes. One team created a

wireless ring shaped device with an embedded eccentric rotating mass (ERM) motor which
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makes direct skin contact to give the users proximity-based cues using different vibrotactile

patterns (Ariza et al., 2015). While Cockburn and Brewster (2005) demonstrated that adding a

vibrotactile cue increased small-target acquisition in graphical user interfaces. Design

requirements 12 & 18.

Hein and Brell (2007) created a haptic glove for use with computer aided surgery. The glove was

composed of 4 vibrating motors on the back of the hand along with a positional tracking system.

The researchers utilized pulsed vibration at one of the four motors at a time to guide the users to

a desired hand position in two dimensional space with the pulses becoming more intense as the

users got closer to the desired position. Design requirements 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16,

17, 18 & 20.

Hummel et al (2016) designed a novel electrotactile feedback device because they felt that

current haptic feedback devices were typically uncomfortable and hard to integrate into

immersive virtual reality (VR) systems. The device was composed of five electrotactile boards

measuring 6mm x 18mm which were secured to the palmar side of the distal phalanxes with a

plastic thimble which had embedded LEDs for finger tracking. These boards were connected to

generation boards in plastic housings worn around the forearm. Using the electrotactile feedback

device in an immersive virtual environment, users showed faster completion times and more

precision in performing a button press task, a lever switch task, and an on-orbit servicing

scenario task. Design requirements 2, 3, 5, 9, 12, 14, 15, 17 & 18.

Muramatsu et al (2012) developed a haptic glove as a “easy-to-use, easily portable, and

lightweight” interface for interacting with virtual objects. Their glove was composed of five coin
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type ERM vibrating motors positioned on the fingernails of each finger and thumb along with

five flexible bending sensors to detect finger and thumb movement. The researchers used this

glove to test users subjective impressions of vibrotactile stimuli. Design requirements 5, 9, 10,

12, 14, 15, 17 & 18.

Spagnoletti et al (2018) developed a wearable fingertip haptic stimulator to provide users with

the sensations of touching objects made of different materials as well as providing pressure and

texture rendering. It is composed of five main elements; a small servo motor housed within the

upper body which is located on the nail side of the finger, the mobile end-effector which is in

contact with the finger pad, the three cables which attaches the two previously mentioned parts

together allowing the platform to move towards or away from the fingertip, a voice coil actuator

enabling the device to provide vibrotactile stimuli for texture rendering, and a clip which allows

for the fastening of the device on the finger. The researchers performed one experiment to

determine the ability of users to distinguish between three textures using the device in a virtual

environment. The device varied the pressure provided to the fingertip by moving the platform

away or towards the fingertip to provide the interaction forces from the contact of the fingertip

with the virtual environment. Rendering of textures was done through the use of the Penn Haptic

Texture Toolkit which includes 100 haptic texture and friction models but only three of these

textures were used. The experiment started by presenting subjects with three virtual objects made

of different materials; a red object made of felt, a pale brown object made of aluminium, and a

dark brown object made of brick. The users had two minutes in this virtual environment to

familiarize themselves with the textures of the three objects. The subjects were then presented

with a different environment with a black object and had to determine its material. The ten
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subjects were able to determine the proper material with a 63±15% accuracy. Design

requirements 5, 9, 12, 14, 15, 17 & 18.

Kim and Colgate (2012) developed a multi-functional tactor that can display touch, pressure,

vibration, shear force, and temperature to the skin. The goal of this study was to see if this type

of tactor can enhance control of grip force during amputees’ prosthesis operation during a

grip-and-lift task that calls for minimum pressure. This grip-and-lift task was performed using a

virtual prosthetic arm to manipulate a virtual object. Although the tactor was multi-functional,

only the pressure and shear force stimulations were used in the experiment. The users

demonstrated lower grip pressure when haptic feedback in the form of shear or pressure was

provided. Although having both shear and pressure feedback simultaneously had lower grip

pressure than no haptic feedback, it had higher grip pressure than both individual haptic feedback

conditions. Kim and Colgate (2012) suspected that the more natural cognitive mapping in their

targeted muscle reinnervation (TMR) patients would lead to better haptic feedback, although

Moriyama et al (2018) demonstrated that the use of a haptic pressure device on the forearm to

simulate the pressure felt at the thumb and index fingers in a virtual environment had users

indicate that they felt it to be a natural mapping. Design requirement 2.

Perceptual illusions such as the rubber-hand illusion which induces the participant to perceive

being touched on a fake arm as though it was part of their body and the elongated-arm illusion

which extends the body space of the participant with elongated virtual limbs can be induced in

immersive virtual environments. The rubber-hand illusion can be extended to the entire body in

what is called the body-transfer illusion. These illusions can be induced with vibrotactile haptic
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feedback glove (Ariza et al., 2016). The vibrotactile glove that the researchers designed is

composed of 14 linear resonant actuators (LRAs). There is one actuator on the thumb, two on

each finger, two on the ball of the hand, two on the palmar surface, and one right below the index

finger. The motors are attached to a thin fabric glove with rubber bands. The glove uses

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) to communicate with the computer. The intensity and location of

stimulation was determined by what the researchers termed Tactile Control Points (TCPs). These

TCPs were colliders implemented in the virtual environment which were located on the avatars

hands at the correlating points of the motors. The TCPs intensity value was calculated by a

distance function defined by which returns a value greater than zero for distances1 − 𝑥
0.01( )4

less than a centimeter. The total latency in the system from hand tracking to motor activation was

calculated to be 43ms. This latency is suboptimal as Jay et al (2007) demonstrated that delayed

haptic feedback above 25ms can negatively affect task performance. Design requirements 5, 9,

12, 14, 15, 17, 18 & 20.

2.4.2 Tactile Arrays

Tactile arrays are larger, more complex haptic systems that allow for more information transfer to

occur between the system and the user. We shall now explore some of the previous research done

with these devices.

Debus et al (2004) created a handheld vibrotactile display to aid in teleoperated assembly. The

device consisted of four floating arrays of pins, each pin array consisting of 4 x 11 pins spaced

2.5mm apart, sitting atop of four piezoelectric bimorph beams. These were embedded into a

cylindrical housing having a length of 100mm and a diameter of 32mm with a mass of 130
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grams. The device is held with a power grasp (as one would hold a hammer), with the palm,

thumbs, index, and middle finger in contact with the pin arrays. The use of the vibrotactile

device reduced the peak insertion force in a teleoperated peg insertion task. Design requirement

12.

Giannopoulos et al (2012) developed a haptic glove to allow users to determine the shape of a

virtual object. The glove was composed of 14 10mm diameter coin type vibrating motors. These

motors were mounted on perfoboards and glued to cycling gloves. There were two motors per

finger (one on the distal phalanx and one on the proximal phalanx), two on the thumb, and four

on the palm (one on the thenar eminence, one on the hypothenar eminence, and two along the

proximal palmar region). The user's hand was tracked using a Kinect and collisions with the

virtual object was done using an n x n raycasting grid originating at the users point of view and

passing through the center of the virtual representation of the motors. Based on the number of

collisions passing through each motor, the intensity of vibration of the corresponding physical

motor was determined. The glove had poor performance thanks to a multitude of poor design

choices. Firstly, the motors were attached to the outside of the glove which kept the motors from

having proper contact with the skin. Secondly, the motors were attached to perfoboards which

would decrease their performance because of the added weight. Thirdly, the material of the glove

allowed for the propagation of vibrations which interfered with the ability of users to localize the

vibrations to a specific motor. Design requirements 5, 12, 13, & 16.

Cha et al. (2008a) created a haptic jacket to be used as part of an interpersonal communication

system they called HugMe. The jacket had a series of ERM motors on the inner part of the upper
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arm and the inner part of the upper chest. They then added a layer of fabric over the motors and

wires to prevent direct skin contact. The jacket was interacted with using a 3 degree-of-freedom

force feedback device on a live 2.5D render of the remote person wearing the jacket. Design

requirements 5 & 14.

Gemperle et al (2001) created a wearable tactile display. The tactor used by these researchers in

their design was a cylindrical ERM motor which they epoxied into an aluminium tube creating

an 7.6mm x 17.8mm cylindrical tactor. The vest was made with heavy weight Lycra with a

lightweight mesh material on the inside to form taut pockets for the tactor modules to allow

optimal contact with the skin. Design requirement 14.

Gunther and O’Modhrain (2002) approached haptics through the lens of music. They created a

system to play music for the sense of touch which is composed of a computer controlled bodysuit

with thirteen embedded vibrotactile transducers along with a pair of headphones. There was one

larger vibrotactile transducer which was a woofer worn on the lower back and twelve smaller

vibrotactile transducers composed of a modified 40mm flat speaker with a weight attached to the

center enclosed in a plastic case. There were 3 of these smaller transducers along the length of

each arm and leg. These transducers were embedded into a loose fitting nylon suit and were

secured tightly by the users via attached elastic straps. The haptic composition is created using

Protools a MIDI based software which the authors admitted was a painstaking and awkward

process. The researchers utilized the cutaneous rabbit illusion to give a sense of movement to the

haptic compositions. Design requirements 1, 2, 4, 5, 14, 15 & 14.
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Several tactile array systems have been developed for use in navigation. Tachi et al (1985)

describe a system they developed using an electrocutaneous array worn as a belt around the waist

that can help the blind navigate with the help of a robotic guide dog they called MELDOG.  On

the other hand Tang and Beebe (2006) designed an oral electrotactile display to help the blind

navigate. Their device had a grid of electrodes embedded on the top of a mouthpiece which

caused it to make contact with the roof of the mouth and a pressure sensor array embedded on

the bottom of the mouthpiece for the user to interface with the device using their tongue. The

grid was composed of 7 x 7 grid of 700µm diameter dome shaped electrodes with an intertactor

distance of 2.54mm. Their system would deliver directional information with a moving line

(Figure 1) or a moving arrow pattern (Figure 2). They also tested the users threshold levels for a

static square stimulus (Figure 3) and a dynamic square stimulus (Figure 4). The threshold levels

for dynamic and static stimuli were found to be the same. There were no statistical differences

between the differentiation of the line pattern and the arrow pattern although only five

participants were used in the study and the trend was that the participants did better with the line

stimuli. The users had better performance for differentiating left-right and right-left directional

cues than front-back and back-front directional cues. Design requirements 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9,

10, 13, 14, 15, 16 & 18.
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Figure 1. The left to right dynamic line stimulus used in Tang and Beebe (2006).

Figure 2. The left to right dynamic arrow stimulus used in Tang and Beebe (2006).
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Figure 3. The static square stimulus used in Tang and Beebe (2006).

Figure 4. The dynamic square stimulus used in Tang and Beebe (2006).
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Piateski and Jones (2005) set out to design a wirelessly controlled, wearable tactile display for

use in navigation. To reach the goal they designed some experiments to compare the ability of

subjects to identify tactile patterns that were presented either to the forearm or the torso and to

determine which tactile patterns are the most easily identified and which body site is the most

well suited. Two types of vibrating motors were used: cylindrical motors and coin motors. These

two types of motors were chosen because they have a different axis of rotation. The cylindrical

motors have an axis of rotation that is perpendicular to the mounting surface while the coin

motors have an axis of rotation that is parallel to the mounting surface. Nine motors were used in

a 3 x 3 pattern and were glued to a spandex garment to create a tactile display for the forearm

with the intermotor spacing being 24mm. Sixteen motors were used in a 4 x 4 pattern and were

glued to a spandex garment to create a tactile display for the torso with the vertical intermotor

spacing being 40 mm and the horizontal intermotor spacing being 60 mm. There were eight

different vibrational patterns presented to the subjects; the forearm patterns can be seen in figure

5, while the torso patterns can be seen in figure 6. The numbers indicate the order of activation of

the motors with each activation of motors lasting 500ms with 500ms before subsequent motor

activation. Subjects wore headphones with white noise playing during the experiments. In the

first experiment, the subjects placed their forearms on a cushion and the motor array was

attached. Each pattern was presented to the subjects five times for a total of 40 stimuli, this was

done in random order. This was repeated a second time with the alternate motor array. The

subjects detected the proper pattern 93.5% of the time with the cylindrical motor array and 85%

of the time with the coin motor array. Pattern H was the easiest for the subjects to identify.

Patterns that moved across the width of the arm (C, D, and E) were easier for the subjects to
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identify than patterns that moved across the length of the arm (A, B, and F). In the second

experiment, the subjects were outfitted with the torso garment with the motor array being

centered on their back. The same experimental design as experiment one was utilized. The

subjects detected patterns C, D, E, F, and H with 100% accuracy, patterns B, and G with 99%

accuracy, and pattern A with 97% accuracy. Overall the torso achieved significantly better results

as a target for tactile information delivery. Design requirements 1, 13 & 16.
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Figure 5. 3 x 3 tactile array patterns used Piateski & Jones (2005).
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Figure 6. 4 x 4 tactile array patterns used in Piateski & Jones (2005).

Some researchers have developed wearable tactile displays for use in helping pilots navigate

their aircrafts. The tactile situation awareness system (TSAS) is a wearable tactile array

developed for military aircraft flight control feedback (Rupert et al, 2016). It was demonstrated
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that helicopter pilots in a flight simulator were able to maintain a hover in brownout conditions

much more reliably with the TSAS then without. Van erp et al (2002) designed a vest composed

of custom tactors composed of a DC motor housed in a PVC contactor with a 15mm x 20mm

contact area. They embedded 64 of these tactors in a stretch fleece vest with 12 motors around

the circumference of the torso and five rows of spaced equidistantly between the navel and the

nipples. There were single tactors on each shoulder as well as behind each thigh. Two pulsing

rhythm were used to indicate the level of error 100 ms on and 200 ms off for small errors and 50

ms on and 100 ms off for large errors. Apparent movement was done by sequentially activating

motors from the spine to the navel in either a left or right direction at two different interstimulus

onset intervals to indicate a low speed or a high speed. The use of the vest in a flight simulator

task decreased error in both the night vision task and full vision task. The use of apparent motion

did not improve performance although their rendering of apparent motion did not exploit either

the funneling illusion or the cutaneous rabbit illusion. Design requirements 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9,

10, 12, 13, 17 & 18.

Yanagida et al (2004) utilized a 3 x 3 matrix of 18mm diameter ERM vibrating motors affixed to

the back of an office chair as a tactile array. Utilizing a tracing algorithm they developed, they

were able to get subjects to distinguish alphanumeric characters with an 87% accuracy. Their

algorithm sequentially activated single motors in the tactile array to trace the letters for the

subject (see Figure 7). Although subjects were unable to distinguish between a “Z” character and

a “2” character because their system could not produce curves. They were not able to utilize the

funneling illusion because of the limitations of the ERM motors used in their array. Design

requirements 12, 13, 14, 16 & 18.
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Figure 7. Letter “A” tactile trace from Yanagida et al (2004)

Although the identification of more complex patterns like those seen in Yanagida et al (2004)

and Piateski and Jones (2005) have high rates of identification, localisation of specific tactor

activation seems to be fairly poor. Sofia and Jones (2013) developed two 3 x 3 tactile arrays with

an intermotor spacing of 22mm and 30mm. Users demonstrated a 49 percent localization

accuracy of the forearm and a 46 percent localization accuracy on the thigh. Design

requirements 16.

The materials used in the wearable arrays differ quite a bit. There’s loose fitting nylon suit with

elastic straps (Gunther & O’Modhrain, 2002), stretch fleece (Van erp et al, 2002), stretch

neoprene with velcro (Lindeman et al, 2004), spandex (Piateski and Jones, 2005), and a
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“tight-fitting t-shirt” (Yang et al, 2002). The commonality between all of these materials is that

they provide compression. Design requirements 14 & 15.

2.5 Haptics Exploiting the Funneling Illusion

Richter et al (2011) tested the funneling illusion using three different types of actuator; a coin

type ERM vibrating motors, linear solenoids, and voice coils. The vibrating motors were

attached to the ventral forearm using an “adaptable arm-sleeve”. The solenoids and voice coils

were embedded into a test jig which the user pressed their dorsal forearm onto. The inter

stimulator distance was the same regardless of actuator and was set to 80mm. The users were

able to perceive the funneling illusion with all three actuators but found that the vibrating motors

were able to create the best results. Kato et al. (2010) induced the funneling illusion on the

participants arm using two speakers with a 20mm diameter plastic contactor with a

interstimulator distance of 130mm.

Cha et al (2008b) found that the optimal intertactor spacing on the forearm was 60mm. This

contrasts with Alles (1970) who found that the optimal spacing between tactors was 127 mm on

the forearm and 102 mm on the upper arm. In contrast, Kerdegari et al (2014) created a linear

vibrotactile display using seven 10mm coin type ERM vibrating motors with a 25mm intermotor

spacing. The motors are attached to a velcro strip which the user wears around their head. They

utilized 1000ms duration stimuli. They utilized the one dimensional funneling illusion with

various intermotor spacings (25mm, 50mm, 75mm, and 100mm) demonstrating that an

intermotor distance of 25mm was far superior to the others.
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The speed of the dynamic tactile stimulus seems to have an effect on the quality of the

perception. Other research has demonstrated that a speed of 60 mm per second was optimal for

users to perceive a continuous stimulus while speeds greater than 200 mm per second evoked the

sensation of two distinct stimuli, and speeds less than 10 mm per second resulted in the

perception of dimmer and disconnected stimulus (Cha et al., 2008b). For dynamic touch, a speed

of 10-100 mm per second was found to be more pleasant to users than slower speeds of 3 mm

per second or higher speeds of 300 mm per second (Ackerley et al., 2014). Pawling et al (2017)

demonstrated that a stroking touch utilizing a soft brush at 30 mm/s were rated as more pleasant

than 300 mm/s stimuli.

Rahal et al (2009a) used two coin type ERM vibrating motors attached to a strap of nylon which

was wrapped around the users dorsal forearm. They tested the dynamic funneling illusion with

two different rendering algorithms, one linear and one logarithmic, with a speed of 30mm/s with

various intermotor distances (30mm, 40mm, 50mm, 60mm, and 70mm) for both a stimulus

going longitudinally along the forearm or transversely across the forearm. The users’ subjective

preference was for the linear algorithm in nearly all permutations. They performed a second

experiment (Rahal et al, 2009b) in which they used four coin type ERM vibrating motors

attached to a strap of nylon which was wrapped around the users dorsal forearm. They chose an

intermotor spacing of 50mm. They tested both the linear and logarithmic rendering algorithms

and once again their users subjectively preferred the linear rendering algorithm.

One research team demonstrated an increase of the resolution of a vibrotactile display device

utilizing the funneling illusion in one dimension (Barghout et al., 2009). Their vibrotactile
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display device consisted of four coin type eccentric rotating mass (ERM) motors attached to the

subjects forearm utilizing four pieces of velcro fabric which slightly compresses the motors into

the forearm. The motors were placed 80mm apart to form a linear display with a length of

240mm. The display had 13 possible stimuli locations, four of which were the location of the

motors. They utilized both a static and a dynamic funneling illusion on their display. The static

stimuli had a detection rate of 31.5% and the dynamic stimuli had a detection rate of 32.69%

Mizukami and Sawada (2006) developed a novel shape-memory alloy device to serve as a small

vibrotactile actuator for stimulating the palm and fingertips. They created a tactile array utilizing

these devices in a 3 x 3 grid and running the actuators at 50Hz. This tactile array was placed on

the palm of the user's hand and utilizing the one dimensional funneling illusion, three different

characters were rendered (Figure 8). The authors claim that the letters were perceived by users

but no experimental data was shown. These same actuators were used in another tactile display

(Fukuyama et al, 2008). The tactile display was composed of 8 of these actuators in a 3x3 pattern

(figure 9) driven at 50hz with an intermotor spacing of approximately 12mm. A left to right

apparent motion was created by driving motors 1 and 3 for 400ms followed by driving motors 1,

3, 4, and 5 for 400ms followed by driving motors 4, 5, 6, and 8 for 400ms followed by driving

motors 6 and 8 for 400ms. Following the same pattern, a right to left, a top to bottom, and a

bottom to top apparent motion was created by the array. The 3 users that participated had a 90%

success rate at determining the direction of the apparent motion.
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🔴 → 🔴 → 🔴 🔴 🔴 🔴 🔴 🔴 🔴

↙ ↙ ↑ ↓ ↑
🔴 🔴 🔴 🔴 🔴 🔴 🔴 🔴 🔴

↙ ↙ ↑ ↓ ↑
🔴 → 🔴 → 🔴 🔴 → 🔴 → 🔴 🔴 → 🔴 → 🔴

Figure 8. Red circles represent the actuators, the black arrows represent the movements for the
“Z” character, the green arrows represent the movements for the “Δ” character, and the blue
arrows represent the movements for the “U” character.

1 4 6

2 7

3 5 8
Figure 9. Motor Distribution Pattern

The mobile lorm glove (Gollner et al, 2012) was designed to allow the deaf-blind to

communicate with other individuals which are unfamiliar with the Lorm alphabet. The Lorm is a

hand touch alphabet in which the speaker can communicate with a deaf-blind individual by

sequentially drawing the characters onto the reader’s hand by tracing lines and shapes as seen in

figure 10. The glove allows for two way communication, 35 fabric pressure sensors embedded

into the palm of the hand allows for the deaf-blind individual to communicate using the Lorm
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alphabet which is then sent via SMS to a recipient. There are 34 round, 10mm diameter pressure

sensors which correlate with the characters of the Lorm alphabet and one larger rectangular

pressure sensor to indicate the end of character input. Meanwhile, 32 8mm coin type vibrating

motors located on the back of the hand allow for the recipient to send back an SMS which is

translated into Lorm. Stroke based characters are performed by exploiting the one dimensional

funneling illusion.

All this taken together seems to indicate that there is an optimal speed for the dynamic funneling

illusion at around 60 mm/s, an optimal intertactor spacing of 25 to 120 mm dependant on body

site, and that the optimal rendering algorithm will be linear.
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Figure 10. The German Lorm Alphabet. Flappiefh (2012), retrieved from URL
(https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f7/Alphabet_de_Lorm_allemand.svg)
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2.6 Design Guidelines

Previous research has been done to develop guidelines for the design of wearable tactile displays

that we can draw from. We will first explore the work of Gemperle et al (1998) who developed

13 guidelines for wearability.

Their first guideline is about the placement of a wearable device and how the designer should

take into consideration the dynamic nature of the human body. They identified three criteria that

should be considered: first, use areas that are relatively the same size across adults; second, use

areas that have low movement or flexibility even when the body is in motion, and third, use areas

that are larger in surface area. The areas that meet these criteria are; the collar area, the rear of

the upper arm, the forearm, the rear, side, and front ribcage, the waist and hips, the thigh, the

shin, and the top of the foot.

Their second guideline is to have a humanistic form language for the wearable product with the

goal of creating a safe, soft, and wearable form.

Their third guideline is to consider the dynamic structure of human movement including the

mechanics of the joints, the shifting of flesh, and movement of muscles and tendons. They state

that the two main ways of accomplishing this are by designing around the more active areas of

the joints or by creating spaces within the wearable into which the body can move.

Their fourth guideline is to consider the human perception of space and that the wearable should

not extend so far away from the body that it will interfere with the users ability to move through
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space. They state that the wearable should stay within 0 to 127mm from the users body,

dependent on which part of the body the wearable is protruding from.

Their fifth guideline is the consideration of sizing the wearable for body size diversity. They

identify two ways of achieving this, first is the use of anthropometric data, and the second is the

use of solid areas coupled with flexible areas.

Their sixth guideline is that comfortably attaching the wearable device to the user should be done

by wrapping it around the body rather than using a fastening system like clips or shoulder straps.

For our purposes, their seventh guideline deals with being cognizant of the constraints that the

containment of the embedded electronics brings to the design.

Their eighth guideline states that the weight of the device should be small enough not to hinder

the users movement or balance and that the placement of weight should be distributed around the

stomach, waist, and hip areas.

For our purposes, their ninth guideline deals with the wearable having proper access to the tactile

modality of the users.

Their tenth guideline states that the sensory interaction with the wearable should be simple and

intuitive.

Their eleventh guideline is to take into account the thermal properties of your device and how it

will interact with the thermal properties of the user to ensure that heat is not focused or trapped.
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Their twelfth guideline is to consider the aesthetics of the wearable and how culture, and context

will influence the perception of the product.

Their thirteenth guideline is to test the long-term use of the wearable on the physical and mental

well being of users. This is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Next, Gemperle et al (2001) created a list of guidelines for the design of a wearable tactile array.

The first guideline is that the tactile array should be light weight which is a specific rehashing of

the eighth guideline that was previously discussed. The second guideline is that the tactile array

should be silent. The third guideline is that the tactile array should be low power. The fourth

guideline is that the tactile array should be discreet. The fifth guideline is that tactors should be

small. The sixth guideline is that the tactors should be felt through clothing. The seventh

guideline is that tactors must be held tight to the body. The eighth guideline is that the tactile

array should support flexible tactile information design.

Jones & Sarter (2008) gave some guidelines for the design of tactile displays. They state that

these displays should be lightweight and small. They should minimize power consumption.

Tactors should be durable, cost effective, reliable, wearable, power efficient, robust, and have a

wide dynamic range. The tactile display should maintain continuous contact with the user when

the user moves dynamically. The tactile signals should be of sufficient magnitude that they are

attended to but not aversive.

A previous attempt at a scalable system for controlling tactile arrays was undertaken by

Lindeman and Cutler (2003). They identified several factors that their system should meet:
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● Small unit size

● Light weight

● Low power consumption

● Ease of putting on and taking off

● Low cost

● Integratable into existing systems

● Easily configurable

● User Extensible

● Battery powered and portable

● The number of components should be restricted to reduce the complexity of assembly

and troubleshooting

● It should be possible to update the software on the tactaboard in the field.

● Support 16 outputs per board and to support multiple boards on a single communication

line.

They originally wanted to allow for 256 discrete analog output levels but were unable to figure

out a way to do this efficiently. They settled on using pulse width modulation (PWM) instead and

this also had the advantage of being more power efficient than their analog approach.
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They named the system they designed the Tactaboard. The PCB measures 89mm x 114mm and

it’s mounted in a 110mm x 190mm x 58mm box. The tactors are connected to the box with a

2.5mm headphone jack. The box has two power supplies, one for the board and one for the

tactors. They utilized a 3.5mm stereo headphone jack as a serial connector. They have a serial

interface with a custom control protocol with a communication speed with the host computer

ranging from 2400 bps to 115200 bps. They developed an API that allows for the setting of 16

PWM outputs to 256 discrete levels. For their tactors, they utilized coin type 18mm vibrating

motors. Figure 11 shows a tactile array using the TactaBoard that Yanagida et al (2004)

developed using the same tactors.

Figure 11. Tactile Array using the TactaBoard from Yanagida et al (2004). © 2004 IEEE.
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Their system failed to meet several of their factors. Their unit size was too large, which made it

non wearable, it was not battery powered, and it did not support multiple boards.

3.0 Design

Now that we have seen what others have created and have the needed parameters to effectively

render the funneling illusion, we can set out to design our wearable tactile array. First, we will

come up with a set of design requirements that the final wearable tactile array should meet. The

design process for achieving these requirements for the soft goods and electronics is described in

section 3.1 and the software design process is described in section 3.2.

3.1 Wearable Tactile Array

We can use the design guidelines that we have discussed along with the previous attempts to

create tactile arrays covered in the haptics section to make our requirements for the wearable

tactile array that we will design. There are 20 requirements that should be met.

1. The placement of the wearable tactile array should be on a large surface area with limited

movement and flexibility.

2. The wearable tactile array should feel safe and comfortable on the user.

3. The wearable tactile array should not protrude away from the users body such that it

interferes with their natural movements and ability to move through the environment.
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4. The wearable tactile array should fit various body sizes.

5. The wearable tactile array should be light enough that it does not encumber the user.

6. The tactile signals should be of sufficient magnitude that they are attended but not

aversive.

7. The wearable tactile array should be aesthetically pleasing.

8. The wearable tactile array should be relatively silent.

9. The wearable tactile array should have low power consumption so it can be untethered if

necessary.

10. The wearable tactile array should be easy to put on and take off.

11. The components of the wearable tactile array should be cost effective.

12. The tactors should be small.

13. The intertactor spacing should stay consistent even when the user moves.

14. The tactors should be held tight to the body.

15. The tactors should maintain contact with the user when the user moves.

16. The vibration from each tactor should be isolated to that tactor.

17. The system should be integratable into existing systems.
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18. The system should be easily configurable.

19. The system should be expandable.

20. The delay in the system should be less than 25 ms.

The torso is the body surface which best fits requirement 1. This is therefore our target for the

design of the wearable tactile array.

In order to meet design requirements 11 and 12, small coin type eccentric rotating mass (ERM)

motors were chosen as the tactors. The propagation of vibration along the skin drastically

attenuates after 8mm from these types of tactors (Sofia & Jones, 2013) which will help with

requirement 16. The chosen tactor was the NFP-C1034 which is a 10mm diameter motor rated at

3.0V with a frequency of 203.3Hz and a vibe force of 1.35G. According to Verrillo (1966), the

maximum sensitivity of hairy skin to vibrotactile stimulation is at 220Hz which should make

these motors optimal although Sofia and Jones (2013) demonstrated that coin type ERM

vibrating motors lose about 37% of their frequency when mounted on the hairy skin which

would put the frequency at around 128Hz. The current draw was tested on the motors. Each

motor was attached to a power supply and taped to the benchtop with a taut piece of electrical

tape. The average power consumption at 3 volts was 91.84 mA and the standard deviation was

3.41 mA. The raw data can be found in appendix A and a histogram can be seen in figure 12.
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Figure 12.

Subjects found tangential stimulation to impart a better defined sensation than perpendicular

stimulation and that this may be due to perpendicular stimulation transmitting more vibration

through the skin stimulating more nerves and producing a less distinctive sensation (Alles,

1970). This indicates that our tactors should be mounted to impart tangential stimulation.

The design of the system started on the small scale with a 2 x 2 array of tactors in order to test

out different materials.
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The first material that was tested was a canvas type material with the tactors glued on (figure 13)

with some tensor bandages sewn to the edges in order to be able to keep proper contact with the

users skin (figure 14). This was not particularly comfortable for the user and it was not durable.

Figure 13. Early cloth prototype with tensor bandages
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Figure 14. Early cloth prototype worn around the waist.

The second material that was tested was a modular 3D printed plastic system. The thought was

that using a ball and socket design would allow for the needed flexibility to maintain contact as

the user moves while keeping the intertactor distance consistent (figure 15). The 3D printed

material was both too fragile as it was easily broken and too stiff as it failed to isolate the

vibrations from each tactor.
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Figure 15. 3D printed modular plastic prototype.

In order to maintain the intertactor spacing while isolating vibrations, the next material that was

tested was a 3D printed digital rubber. The first prototype (figure 16) was too thin and it was

unable to maintain the intertactor spacing and it also was weak and broke. A broader area of

rubber was used for the second prototype (figure 17), this time it was able to maintain the

intertactor spacing but was unable to adequately isolate the vibrations from each tactor.
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Figure 16. 3D printed digital rubber prototype 1.
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Figure 17. 3D printed digital rubber prototype 2.

The next material that was tested was a 10mm thick very low density open cell foam (figure 18).

This material isolated the vibrations extremely well while being stiff enough to maintain the

necessary intertactor distance. The material is also very light and flexible enough to move with

the range of motion of the user and the open cell nature of the foam makes it so that it does not

trap heat. This material meets all the necessary requirements. A foam panel with a 4 x 6 array of

tactors to be used on the torso can be seen in figure 19.
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Figure 18. Low density open cell foam prototype.
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Figure 19. Foam panel for wearable tactile array.

The next design challenge was to make the foam panel wearable. This was accomplished with

the use of a compression material. The material is a blend of 80% polyester and 20% elastomer

which compresses the panel onto the user keeping it in place. The material is very soft and has a

nice feel against the skin while being very breathable and it has moisture wicking properties. The

compression material was sewn into a vest form factor with a pocket in the front and a pocket in

the back to be able to fit two panels into the system (figure 20).
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Figure 20. Garment for wearable tactile array.

The next step is to be able to effectively control the tactors. The first thought with most

electronics projects is to use an Arduino board. I used the Arduino Mega which worked for

controlling 4 tactors but it did not give the necessary flexibility needed for scaling up the system.

The next controller to be used was a Raspberry Pi 2 Model B used in conjunction with custom

breadboard circuitry. Figure 21 shows the breadboard circuitry for controlling 4 motors. The

system was scaled up to a 4 x 6 array which can be seen in Figure 22. The number and length of
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wires needed for this system as well as the size of the breadboard circuitry for controlling 24

motors made this design unfeasible, although it did demonstrate that the algorithm developed did

work across the entire grid.

Figure 21. Breadboard circuit
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Figure 22. Rubber panel prototype.

If connecting every tactor in the array to a single board then a modular system needed to be

designed. An electronics engineer created custom PCBs with each PCB being able to control the

intensity of one motor and being able to pass information along to the following PCB in the

daisy chain. The custom PCBs and their enclosures can be seen in Figure 23. This system

worked very well and was successfully miniaturized (Figure 24). There was one downside to the

system; the more boards you daisy chained together to create a larger array, the larger the amount
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of information needing to be passed on was and the more communication steps there were. For

example, with one byte of information per board with four boards, four bytes of information

needs to be passed to the first board, three to the second board, two to the third board, then one to

the fourth board. With a scaled up system this can introduce a perceptible delay.

Figure 23. Modular PCBs version 1 with 3D printed plastic housings.
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Figure 24. Modular PCBs version 2.

To cut down on this delay, a modular PCB was designed that was capable of controlling four

tactors (Figure 25). This allows for the control of a 4 x 6 tactile array with the use of 6 boards

(Figure 26). While attached to the panel, the current draw of each of the 6 boards was tested at 5

different PWM duty cycles (0%, 24.6%, 50%, 75.4%, and 100%). The raw data can be found in

appendix A and a bar chart can be seen in figure 27. With a mean current draw of 7.3 mA and

379.9 mA per board at a 0% and 100% duty cycle respectively, we can say that requirement 9
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has been achieved.  As seen in figure 26, the loose connections between the modular PCBs

allows for flexibility of movement of the user. The size of the PCB enclosures is 45mm x 45mm

x 13mm.

Figure 25. Modular PCB version 3.
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Figure 26. Back side of foam panel with attached modular PCBs in plastic housings.
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Figure 27.

In order to facilitate connecting the vest to the computer and to reduce the delay in a two panel

configuration, an interface PCB was designed (Figure 28). It has a micro USB connection for

data from the computer and a DC power jack for external power. The PCB allows for the data

stream from the computer to be segregated into one stream for the front panel and one stream for

the back panel which can then be propagated in parallel. The size of the interface pcb enclosure

is 65mm x 60mm x 15mm.
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Figure 28. Interface PCB.

The final wearable tactile array design can be seen in figure 29. It is composed of  48 motors, 24

on the front and 24 on the back to give full coverage of the torso for tactile feedback. Two foam

panels giving enough structure for the motors to stay where they need while isolating the

vibrations. Twelve modular motor control PCBs along with an interface PCB allow for the

control of the tactors within milliseconds. And to tie it all together a compression garment that

helps keep everything in place while allowing for great contact between the motors and the users

skin. The wearable tactile array weighs 694g.
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Figure 29. Blow up render of the wearable tactile array.

With the wearable tactile array design, all but one design requirement was reached. Because of

the constraints on intertactor spacing, it made it impossible to meet design requirement 4.

Because of the flat panel design that was needed, it may cause the wearable tactile array to not

maintain proper contact over the breast area in female users.

3.2 Software

Now that we have finished the discussion of our hardware design process, we will now begin our

discussion of the software design process. The focus of the software design is to be able to

achieve requirements 17, 18, 19, and 20. Someone with limited programming experience and no

technical knowledge of tactile perceptual illusions should be able to control the wearable tactile

array. To achieve this a software development kit (SDK) was developed.
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The SDK utilizes a cartesian plane metaphor to facilitate the understanding of what can be done.

The front and back panels can each be seen as a cartesian plane with the bottom left tactor being

coordinates (0, 0) and the top right tactor being coordinates (767, 1279), this can be seen in

Figure 30.

Figure 30. The cartesian planes representing the front (left) and back (right) panels.

Any static point on the cartesian plane can be rendered tactilely by exploiting the funneling

illusion in two dimensions. This data structure is referred to as a tactile point. Any dynamic

stimulus can be rendered by simply creating a series of tactile points with proper interstimulus
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intervals. This data structure is referred to as a tactile object. Both the tactile point and tactile

object are rendered by a novel algorithm

As we have seen in previous sections, the funneling illusion can be induced by utilizing two

tactors to stimulate the underlying receptors when certain conditions are met (proper intertactor

distance, proper stimulus duration, ect…). This illusion seems to be a property of higher order

receptive fields. These receptive fields are two dimensional, therefore the funneling illusion

should work in two dimensions.

As we have seen, the perceived stimulus is funneled towards the tactor with the most intensity.

We will create a linear gradient of possible intensities between 0 and the maximum intensity,

with the maximum intensity occurring when the perceived stimulus point (tactile point) is

directly on the tactor and 0 intensity occurring when the perceived stimulus point is the inter

tactor distance away. Let ItD be the inter-tactor distance, D be the distance between the tactor

and the perceived stimulus, and MI be the maximum intensity. The intensity of the tactor will be:

MI - (D*MI / ItD)

where the maximum value of D is ItD. We will then calculate the intensity for all the motors

which make up the array the perceived stimulus is in. We now have the ability to create a

perceived stimulus at any point we wish within the array, we now need to give it movement. This

brings us to the second piece of information; the delay between subsequent perceived stimulus

points needed to propagate the stimulus at the chosen speed. We’ll let IsD be the inter-stimulus

distance and S be the chosen speed. The needed delay will simply be:
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IsD / S

In order to render a tactile object, such as a circle, we simply need to calculate all the necessary

perceived stimulus points needed within the array and the delay needed between the creation of

each perceived stimulus point as outlined above.

The information to render each tactile point is then sent to the wearable tactile array as a 48 byte

binary array at a speed of 460800 baud. The data flow through the system can be seen in figure

31. From the data flow diagram we can see that the maximum amount of time for data to be

transmitted through the system will be 156 bytes (48 + 48 + 20 + 16 + 12 + 8 + 4). With each

byte being a data frame of 10 bits, this means there are 1560 transmitted bits. 1560 transmitted

bits at a rate of 460800 baud equals approximately 3.39 ms. This puts us well within the

maximum 25 ms delay of requirement 20.

The choice of writing the SDK in C# means that the wearable tactile array should be easily

integratable into existing systems (requirement 17). The SDK is easily configurable into new

system designs by simply changing the node maps and the error checking function (requirements

18 and 19). The full documentation for the SDK can be found in Appendix 2 and the SDK can be

found on GitHub (https://github.com/kcayen/ThesisSDK).
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Figure 31. Data flow diagram.
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4.0 Experiment Methodology

An experiment on tactile shape discrimination was done to test the novel two dimensional

funneling illusion rendering algorithm. We will look at the method used to test in algorithm

(section 4.1) and go through the step by step procedure of the experiment (section 4.2). The

hypotheses for this experiment are:

H0: The participants will not be capable of discriminating the rendered circle stimulus from the

rendered square stimulus and thus their accuracy for discrimination will not differ from 50%.

H1: The participants will be able to discriminate the rendered circle stimuli from the rendered

square stimuli at above chance levels.

4.1 Method

The participants were outfitted with the wearable tactile array as well as headphones playing

white noise (Relaxing White Noise, 2015) and were tasked with determining whether a circle or

a square was rendered on the front panel of the vest. The size and location of the stimuli were

chosen so that the majority of the rendered tactile points could only be done with a two

dimensional funneling illusion algorithm (Figure 32). The size of the circle and square stimuli

are matched to make the differentiating factor the curve of the circle.

A choice had to be made to either match the rendering speed of the dynamic illusion or to match

the total rendering time of the shape. The thought was that the difference in rendering speed (120
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mm/s vs 153 mm/s) was going to be less perceivable than the difference in total rendering time

with matching speed (4.2 seconds vs 5.35s) and therefore the choice was made to match the total

rendering time.

Another thing to consider was the starting point for each tactile shape. Although there aren’t any

overlapping tactile points between the two tactile shapes, there are some that are close enough

that it would be difficult to pinpoint the difference in starting point. Also, with the same starting

point, the participants could start to use a strategy of only focusing on one segment of the

stimulus to differentiate the two. Therefore, 8 different starting points were utilized for each

tactile shape (the cyan and grey points on Figure 32).

The experiment was designed in the Unity3D game engine along with the developed SDK. The

Unity project can be found on GitHub (https://github.com/kcayen/Thesis_Experiment). The

participants were presented with a total of 160 rendered stimuli (2 shapes x 8 starting points x 10

each) in a random order. After each rendered stimuli they were forced to choose between two

options; did they perceive a circle or did they perceive a square. After the experiment, the

participants filled in a short questionnaire which can be found in Appendix C.

A total of 11 male participants took part in the experiment. Eight of the participants were

between the ages of 18 and 24, two of the participants were between the ages of 24 and 29, and

one participant was between the ages of 40 and 49. Ten of the participants were from the

computer science department. Only male participants were used to ensure that the wearable

tactile array fit properly on the participant. All procedures were approved by the Laurentian

University Research Ethics Boards (#2013-07-15).
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Figure 32. The rendered tactile points for the shape discrimination experiment. The red dots
represent the tactors, the green dots are the rendered tactile points for the square stimulus, the
blue dots are the rendered tactile points for the circle stimulus, the grey dots are the eight starting
points for the circle stimulus, and the cyan dots are the eight starting points for the square
stimulus.
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4.2 Procedure

This section will outline the procedure each participant was taken through for the experiment.

The setup of the experiment can be seen in Figure 33.

1) The participants were brought into the testing room.

2) The participants were presented with the consent form which they read over and signed.

3) Any questions the participants had were answered.

4) The participants were told that the experiment was composed of repeated trials of a tactile

rendered stimulus of either a circle or a square and they would have to choose which one

they believed they felt.

5) The participants then proceeded to put on the wearable tactile array.

6) The participants were then presented with a pair of headphones playing white noise and

were told to adjust the volume to be more comfortable if necessary.

7) The Unity program was then started and the participants were told to click on the start

experiment button when they were ready.

8) The participants were presented with the 160 stimuli discussed in the previous section.

9) Once the experiment was done the participants were presented with a short questionnaire

to be filled out. (Appendix C)

10) The participants were thanked for their involvement and asked if they had any remaining

questions.
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Figure 33. Experiment setup.
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5.0 Results & Discussion

This section will cover the results (Section 5.1) of the experiment described in Section 4 and

discuss these results in detail (Section 5.2).

5.1 Results

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was performed to determine three things; firstly, if the

starting point of the rendered stimulus had an effect on the accuracy of detection, secondly, if the

shape of stimulus had an effect on the accuracy of detection, and thirdly, if there is an interaction

effect between the starting point and the shape. The ANOVA was performed using the Pingouin

library for python (Vallat, 2018) for which you can see the output in Table 2. This analysis

demonstrated that the starting point of the rendered shape had no effect on the accuracy of

detection (F = 0.32, p = 0.99). It also demonstrated that the rendered shape had no effect on the

accuracy of detection (F = 0.18, p = 0.67) and that there were no interaction effects between the

starting point and the rendered shape on the accuracy of detection (F = -0.01, p = 1.00). The

means of the detection accuracy for each starting point can be seen in Table 1. Since there were

no differences in mean detection accuracy across starting points, the data for each starting point

were merged for each shape.
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Starting Point Mean Detection Accuracy (%)

Circle 0 69.09

Circle 1 60.00

Circle 2 70.00

Circle 3 59.09

Circle 4 66.36

Circle 5 61.82

Circle 6 59.09

Circle 7 64.54

Square 0 63.64

Square 1 57.27

Square 2 65.54

Square 3 65.54

Square 4 66.36

Square 5 57.27

Square 6 62.73

Square 7 60.00

Table 1. The mean detection accuracy for each starting point of each shape.
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Source Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares F-Values p-Values Partial η2

Effect Size

Start Point 0.263 15 0.018 0.318495 0.9929 0.032

Shape 0.010 1 0.010 0.181651 0.6706 0.001

Start Point
* Shape

0.010 15 0.001 0.011959 1.0000 0.001

Residual 7.927 144 0.055

Table 2. Two-way repeated measures ANOVA results.

In this experiment, the null hypothesis is that mean detection accuracy for each shape would not

differ from chance which is 50%. This was tested using a one sample t-test using the SciPy

library in Python (Virtanen et al., 2019) which demonstrated that the mean detection accuracy

differed from 50% for both the circle stimulus (mean = 63.75%, t = 2.6247, p < 0.05) and the

square stimulus (mean = 62.27%, t = 2.2778, p < 0.05) as well as the overall detection accuracy

(mean = 63.01%, t = 2.8054, p < 0.05). The mean accuracy with 95% confidence intervals can be

seen in Figure 34.
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Figure 34. Shape detection accuracy.

Ten of the eleven participants rated the wearable tactile array as being comfortable with one

rating it as being uncomfortable. For the question of “How well did you perceive the illusion?”, a

seven point likert scale was used with 1 being “Did not perceive the illusion”, 4 being “Neutral”,

and 7 being “Perceived the illusion completely”. The median score assigned by participants was

5, a histogram of scores can be seen in Figure 34.

A bivariate correlation between the likert scores and the shape detection accuracy scores was

performed using Spearman’s r, this was also performed using the SciPy library for python
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(Virtanen et al., 2019). This resulted in non significant correlations for the circle stimuli (r =

0.50, r2 = 0.25, p = 0.12), the square stimuli (r = -0.34, r2 = 0.12, p = 0.30), and overall (r = -0.07,

r2 = 0.005, p = 0.83).

Figure 35. The distribution of likert scores for the question “How well did you perceive the
illusion?”

5.2 Discussion

The starting point of the rendered shape had no effect on the accuracy of perception. This held

true for both shapes and demonstrates that the location on the torso at which the shape starts

being rendered has no effect on its perceptual clarity.
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As described in the methodology, the two rendered shapes were crafted to be as similar as

possible with the differentiating factor being the presence of a curve or corner which was

rendered in a location that could only be done with the two dimensional funneling algorithm.

Therefore, the mean detection accuracy for the rendered shapes were not expected to be high but

were expected to differ from chance. This is the result that the experiment demonstrated with a

mean detection accuracy of 63.75% for the circle stimulus, 62.27% for the square stimulus, and

63.01% overall which were all statistically significant findings. There was no significant

difference of mean detection accuracy between the two stimuli which demonstrates that rounded

and sharp stimuli are rendered as accurately using the two dimensional funneling algorithm.

Ten out of eleven participants found the wearable tactile array to be comfortable even though

only one size was available which indicates that design requirement 2 (The wearable tactile array

should feel safe and comfortable on the user) was met and that design requirement 4 (The

wearable tactile array should fit various body sizes) was partially met.

As to how well the participants perceived the illusion, with an average likert score of 5 out of 7

with all participants above the 1 or “Did not perceive the illusion” option, this demonstrates that

the participants perceived the illusion quite well. Although, it should be noted that the

participants' subjective scores on how well they perceived the illusion did not correlate with their

performance on the task.
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6.0 Conclusion & Further Work

This thesis was undertaken with the goal of creating a wearable tactile array that was capable of

exploiting the funneling illusion with a focus on a very usable design. A list of 20 requirements

were developed based on previously established design guidelines and previous work done in

haptic design. Only requirement 4, the wearable tactile array should fit various body sizes, was

unable to be met.

The experiment that was performed demonstrated the feasibility of the novel two dimensional

funneling algorithm. This algorithm is capable of rendering a dynamic tactile curved stimulus on

the surface of the skin in between four equidistant tactors. This will allow for a richer tactile

experience for users through an increase in the diversity of stimuli that is capable of being

rendered on human skin.

The work done in this thesis can be applied in a variety of ways. The wearable tactile array

allows for more immersive gaming experiences. For example, imagine you are playing a virtual

reality sword fighting game; the wearable tactile array would allow the user to feel the slash

crossing over their body in the same location on the torso as the in game avatar. Or, imagine a

first person shooter where the exact location of the bullet hitting your avatar is felt leading to an

increased awareness of the location of the enemy combatant. The rendering algorithm could be

used in conjunction with a hand prosthesis device or robotic hand where the slippage of an object
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out of the grasp of the device could be conveyed to the user to more quickly and naturally adjust

the hand.

Future work that is possible is the improvement of the design to be able to fit various body sizes,

especially women. Other work that can be done is to expand the SDK to include more tactile

spatiotemporal illusions such as the cutaneous rabbit illusion, the tau effect, and the kappa effect.

The motor PCBs could be further improved with the addition of H-bridges to allow for reverse

braking which would allow for crisper stimuli.
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Appendix A

Motor
Current Draw

(mA)

1 87.9

2 94.8

3 93.5

4 100

5 88.7

6 93

7 90.6

8 94.3

9 92.9

10 91.9

11 91.8

12 93.7

13 90.6

14 89.6

15 93.8

16 90.2

17 103.1

18 90.8

19 95.3
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20 95.2

21 91.9

22 93

23 89.2

24 91.5

25 91.9

26 92.8

27 90.5

28 92.9

29 90.1

30 90.3

31 96

32 89

33 92.9

34 95

35 88

36 94.5

37 92.9

38 88

39 93.4

40 84.3

41 83.3

42 85

43 88.9

44 97.2

45 100.4

46 95.6

47 91.9

48 92.9

49 92.2

50 89.2

51 91.5

52 90.5

53 93.2
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54 92.4

55 93.2

56 84.3

57 91.7

58 94.7

59 90

60 87.7

61 93.6

62 91.9

63 89.8

64 90.3

65 93.2

66 90.3

67 89.8

68 86.2

69 94

70 90.9

71 94.5

72 92

73 93.8

74 89.9

Mean 91.84

Std. Dev. 3.41

1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Std. Dev.

D
u
t
y
C
y
c
l
e

0% 7.2 7.2 7.3 7.3 7.4 7.3 7.3 0.075

24.60% 103.7 99.3 103.6 101.1 103 103.8 102.4 1.830

50% 204.3 200.3 201.6 199.1 198.3 189.6 198.9 5.006

75.40% 288.5 289.4 296.3 294.4 286.5 285.8 290.2 4.276

100% 376 382.3 386.2 382.5 377 375.2 379.9 4.425
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Appendix B

SDK Documentation

TactileObject

TactileObject
public TactileObject(string objectName)

public TactileObject(int[] coordinateArray, string objectName, double speed, double distance,
bool front = true)

Parameters

objectName The name of the TactileObject.

coordinateArray An int array stucture as [x,y,x,y,x,y,....,x,y]. The value of x must be
between 0 and 299 and the value of y must be between 0 and 499.

speed The speed at which the funneling illusion will propagate in mm/s.

distance The intermotor distance in the array being used.

front A boolean which states if this TactilePoint is to be displayed at the
front of the HapSys vest. Default is true.

Description
Constructor which creates an empty TactileObject of the given name or a constructor which
creates a TactileObject composed of TactilePoints whose coordinates are given in
coordinateArray.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;
private TactileObject tactObj;
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void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
tactObj = new TactileObject ("tactObj");
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 499, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 499, 1000));
tactObj.changeObjectName("Corners");
Debug.Log("Tactile Object name is " + tactObj.getObjectName());

}

void Update() {
if (Input.getMouseButtonDown(0)) {

TactilePoint tp = tactObj.getTactilePoint(Random.value *
(tactObj.getSize() - 1));

vest.sendTactilePoint(tp);
}

}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}

addTactilePoint
public void addTactilePoint(TactilePoint tp)

Parameters

tp The TactilePoint to be added to the TactileObject.

Description
Function which adds the given TactilePoint to the TactileObject.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;
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public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;
private TactileObject tactObj;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
tactObj = new TactileObject ("tactObj");
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 499, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 499, 1000));
tactObj.changeObjectName("Corners");
Debug.Log("Tactile Object name is " + tactObj.getObjectName());

}

void Update() {
if (Input.getMouseButtonDown(0)) {

TactilePoint tp = tactObj.getTactilePoint(Random.value *
(tactObj.getSize() - 1));

vest.sendTactilePoint(tp);
}

}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}

changeObjectName
public void changeObjectName(string newObjectName)

Parameters

newObjectName The new name of the TactileObject.

Description
Function which renames the TactileObject.
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Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;
private TactileObject tactObj;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
tactObj = new TactileObject ("tactObj");
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 499, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 499, 1000));
tactObj.changeObjectName("Corners");
Debug.Log("Tactile Object name is " + tactObj.getObjectName());

}

void Update() {
if (Input.getMouseButtonDown(0)) {

TactilePoint tp = tactObj.getTactilePoint(Random.value *
(tactObj.getSize() - 1));

vest.sendTactilePoint(tp);
}

}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}

getObjectName
public string getObjectName()

Description
Function which returns the name of the TactileObject.
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Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;
private TactileObject tactObj;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
tactObj = new TactileObject ("tactObj");
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 499, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 499, 1000));
tactObj.changeObjectName("Corners");
Debug.Log("Tactile Object name is " + tactObj.getObjectName());

}

void Update() {
if (Input.getMouseButtonDown(0)) {

TactilePoint tp = tactObj.getTactilePoint(Random.value *
(tactObj.getSize() - 1));

vest.sendTactilePoint(tp);
}

}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}

getTactilePoint
public TactilePoint getTactilePoint(int index)

Parameters

index The position of the TactilePoint within the TactileObject. The first TactilePoint is at
index 0.
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Description
Function which returns the TactilePoint found at the given index of the TactileObject.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;
private TactileObject tactObj;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
tactObj = new TactileObject ("tactObj");
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 499, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 499, 1000));
tactObj.changeObjectName("Corners");
Debug.Log("Tactile Object name is " + tactObj.getObjectName());

}

void Update() {
if (Input.getMouseButtonDown(0)) {

TactilePoint tp = tactObj.getTactilePoint(Random.value *
(tactObj.getSize() - 1));

vest.sendTactilePoint(tp);
}

}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}

getSize
public int getSize()
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Description
Function which returns the number of TactilePoints which compose the TactileObject.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;
private TactileObject tactObj;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
tactObj = new TactileObject ("tactObj");
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 499, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 499, 1000));
tactObj.changeObjectName("Corners");
Debug.Log("Tactile Object name is " + tactObj.getObjectName());

}

void Update() {
if (Input.getMouseButtonDown(0)) {

TactilePoint tp = tactObj.getTactilePoint(Random.value *
(tactObj.getSize() - 1));

vest.sendTactilePoint(tp);
}

}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}
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TactileObjectDictionary

TactileObjectDictionary
public TactileObjectDictionary()

Description
Constructor which creates a dictionary which is capable of storing TactileObjects and retrieving
them by name.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;
private TactileObjectDictionary dict;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
dict = new TactileObjectDictionary ();
tactObj = new TactileObject ("tactObj");
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 499, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 499, 1000));
dict.addTactileObject(tactObj)

}

void Update() {
if (Input.getMouseButtonDown(0)) {

TactileObject tactObj = dict.getTactileObject("tactObj");
vest.sendTactileObject(tactObj);

}
}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}
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addTactileObject
public void addTactileObject(TactileObject tactObj)

Parameters

tactObj The TactileObject to be added to the TactileObjectDictionary.

Description
Function which adds the given TactileObject to the TactileObjectDictionary.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;
private TactileObjectDictionary dict;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
dict = new TactileObjectDictionary ();
tactObj = new TactileObject ("tactObj");
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 499, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 499, 1000));
dict.addTactileObject(tactObj)

}

void Update() {
if (Input.getMouseButtonDown(0)) {

TactileObject tactObj = dict.getTactileObject("tactObj");
vest.sendTactileObject(tactObj);

}
}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
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}

getTactileObject
public TactileObject getTactileObject(string tactObjName)

Parameters

tactObjName The name of the TactileObject to be retrieved from the
TactileObjectDictionary.

Description
Function which returns the TactileObject of the given name from the TactileObjectDictionary.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;
private TactileObjectDictionary dict;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
dict = new TactileObjectDictionary ();
tactObj = new TactileObject ("tactObj");
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 0, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (0, 499, 1000));
tactObj.addTactilePoint(new TactilePoint (299, 499, 1000));
dict.addTactileObject(tactObj)

}

void Update() {
if (Input.getMouseButtonDown(0)) {

TactileObject tactObj = dict.getTactileObject("tactObj");
vest.sendTactileObject(tactObj);

}
}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
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vest.closePort ();
}

}

TactilePoint

TactilePoint
public TactilePoint(int x, int y, float duration, bool front = true)

Parameters

x The x coordinate of the TactilePoint. Value must be between 0 and 299.

y The y coordinate of the TactilePoint. Value must be between 0 and 499.

duration The duration for which the TactilePoint will be displayed in seconds.

front A boolean which states if this TactilePoint is to be displayed at the front of the
HapSys vest. Default is true.

Description
Constructor which creates the TactilePoint at the given x and y coordinates which last for the
given duration.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
TactilePoint tp = new TactilePoint (150, 250, 1.0F);

}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
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}

changeDuration
public void changeDuration(float newDuration)

Parameters

newDuration The duration for which the TactilePoint will be displayed in seconds.

Description
Function which updates the duration for which the TactilePoint will be displayed.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
TactilePoint tp = new TactilePoint (150, 250, 1.0F);
tp.changeDuration(2.0F);

}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}

sendPoint
public void sendPoint(SerialPort sp)

Description
Function used by the Vest class to facilitate sending the TactilePoint to the HapSys Vest.
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Vest

Vest
public Vest(string com)

Parameters

com The com port which is being used by the HapSys tactile vest

Description
Constructor which creates the vest object that contains all the methods needed to interface with
the HapSys tactile vest and opens the COM Port.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);

}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}

activateMotors
public void activateMotors(int[] motorList, float duration)

Parameters

motorList Array of motors to be activated. The motors on the front of the vest are
listed 0 - 23 and the motors on the back of the vest are listed 24 - 47 as
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seen on the diagram below.

duration The duration the motors are to be activated in seconds.

Description
This function activates the motors listed in motorList for duration seconds.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);

}

void Update() {
if (Input.getMouseButtonDown(0)) {

int[] randomMotors = new int[(int) (Random.value * 47)];
for(int i = 0; i < randomMotors.Length; i++) {

randomMotors[i] = i;
}
vest.activateMotors(randomMotors, 1.0F);

}
}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}
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Diagram

addTactileObjectToDict
public void addTactileObjectToDict(TactileObject tactObj)

Parameters

tactObj The TactileObject to be added to the dictionary.

Description
This function adds the TactileObject to the dictionary so it can be easily accessed via the
getTactileObject function.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;
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public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
int[] array = new int[20];
for(int i = 0; i < array.Length; i++) {

array[i] = i * 10;
}
TactileObject to = new TactileObject (array, "Line");
vest.addTactileObjectToDictionary (to);

}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}

closePort
public void closePort()

Description
Function which closes the COM Port connecting the HapSys vest.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);

}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}
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getTactileObject
public TactileObject getTactileObject(string name)

Parameters

name The name of the TactileObject.

Description
This function retrieves the TactileObject of the given name from the TactileObjectDictionary.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
int[] array = new int[20];
for(int i = 0; i < array.Length; i++) {

array[i] = i * 10;
}
TactileObject to = new TactileObject (array, "Line");
vest.addTactileObjectToDictionary (to);

}

void Update() {
if (Input.getMouseButtonDown(0)) {

sendTactileObject(vest.getTactileObject("Line"));
}

}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}
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sendLine
public void sendLine(int startX, int startY, int endX, int endY, double speed = 60.0, bool front =
true)

Parameters

startX The x coordinate of the starting point. Value must be between 0 and 299.

startY The y coordinate of the starting point. Value must be between 0 and 499.

endX The x coordinate of the ending point. Value must be between 0 and 299.

endY The y coordinate of the ending point. Value must be between 0 and 499.

speed The speed at which the line will propagate.

front A boolean which states if this TactileObject is to be displayed at the front of the
HapSys vest. Default is true.

Description
This function creates and sends a line of pressure to the vest which starts at point (startX,
startY) and ends at point (endX, endY).

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
vest.sendLine (0, 0, 299, 499);

}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}
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sendTactileObject
public void sendTactileObject(TactileObject tactObj)

Parameters

tactObj The TactileObject to be displayed on the HapSys Vest.

Description
This function sends the given TactileObject to the HapSys Vest to be displayed.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
int[] array = new int[20];
for(int i = 0; i < array.Length; i++) {

array[i] = i * 10;
}
TactileObject to = new TactileObject (array, "Line");
vest.addTactileObjectToDictionary (to);

}

void Update() {
if (Input.getMouseButtonDown(0)) {

sendTactileObject(vest.getTactileObject("Line"));
}

}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}
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sendTactilePoint
public void sendTactilePoint(TactilePoint tp)

Parameters

tp The TactilePoint to be displayed on the HapSys
Vest.

Description
This function sends the given TactilePoint to the HapSys Vest to be displayed.

Usage
using UnityEngine;
using HapSysSDK;

public class gameVest : MonoBehaviour {
private Vest vest;

void Start() {
vest = new Vest (“com8”);
TactilePoint tp = new TactilePoint (150, 250, 1000);
vest.sendTactilePoint(tp);

}

void OnApplicationQuit() {
vest.closePort ();

}
}
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Appendix C

Subject ID: __________

Age
੦ 18 - 24
੦ 25 - 29
੦ 30 - 39
੦ 40 - 49
੦ 50 - 59

Questionnaire

How well did you perceive the illusion:

Did not
perceive

the illusion
Neutral

Perceived
the illusion
completely

How did you find the vest?
੦ Comfortable
੦ Uncomfortable
੦ Don’t Know
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